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OUR LEGACY

OUR LEADERSHIP
capacity which is acceptable
GNA Axles Ltd., GNA Gears Ltd., GNA

ignited in the year 1946, when

Aviation Wing Consistently

founder Sardar Amar Singh

stepping up to the challenge of

initiated GNA Axles Ltd. with

manufacturing products that are

esteemed vision. The enthusiasm

world-class and reliable for over

continued with accelerating ways

75 years, GNA is still leading to go

of Sardar Gursaran Singh ( MD ) ,

on.

that added vitowards nation
building and initiated Rear Axle

GNA University is promoted by

Shaft Manufacturing. The years

GNA Gears Ltd.

since have been a time of

GNA Gears is known for its cutting

astounding growth, consolidation

edge technology, established

and branching out. Today over

quality processes and capabilities

5000 dealers are associated with

owed to a legacy of perseverance

this colossal tree,that has

and forward looking attitude and

bloomed from a seedling sown

is the preferred global gear

over six decades ago.

having the supplier status.
The company manufactures a

The GNA Group today is amongst

wide range of Crown Wheels & Tail

India's foremost and largest

Pinion; Ring Gears & Epicyclic

automotive transmission

Assemblies; Transmission Gears &

component manufacturers with

Shafts; Speed Gears; Differential

the world's top most OE

Gears, Gear Boxes etc., Particularly

manufacturers as customers. The

for the automotive industry at a

Group has one of the largest,

modern, integrated and largely

integrated facilities of its kind in

automated manufacturing facility

the Asian subcontinent, and

across the globe. Once you
finish your chosen area of
study in the University it makes
you ready for the desired
employment. We ensure that
your academic journey at GNA
remains rich and rewarding.
I feel delighted to welcome

“

you all to the GNA University.
Our vision at GNA University
is to develop a workforce

This is the story of roots,

having the professional

the seeds of growth, the

“

The spirit to challenge at GNA was

fruits of glory, and the
continuous evolution
that has made GNA
what it is today.

In the present world, there
are revolutionary changes
in all the learning domains.
Knowledge and information
are growing manifoldly. The

We at GNA University strives to

bringing the industry closer
and give experiences of
working professionals to make
the students realise about the
expectations of the industry.
With these thoughts, I wish all
the students the very best for
their journey ahead in this

provide technology driven and

University.

tech supported learning

S. Gursaran Singh
Chancellor,
GNA University

environment to enhance your
experience of learning.

conventional disciplines are

and administration. Learning is

undergoing rapid changes. We

a gradual process and we

at GNA University, are striving to

provide the necessary

bring that change in the

environment and facilities to

learning and development

achieve the same. If you are

activities of the students. To

also looking for excellent

meet the expectations of the

learning opportunities in your

nation and aspirations of

life, GNA University will surely be

society we follow the highest

the best place to begin the next

institutional principles. We are

academic journey of your

committed to bring excellence

stupendous life.

in all the activities pertaining to

S. Gurdeep Singh Sihra
President and Pro Chancellor,
GNA University

teaching, learning, research

comprises of 3 Group companies,
Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

The University believes in

#Universityofaspiringminds
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From the desk of the

Vice
Chancellor
Education plays an important role in any student's life. We at
GNA University since it's beginning wants to bridge the gap
between academia and industry. We provide quality education
to the young sparkling minds with hands on experience. Their
minds are nurtured with creativity, critical thinking, thinking
across the disciplines by the highly qualiﬁed faculty. Visiting
faculty and eminent academicians from other Universities are
also invited to bring diversity in the learning process.
We are driven by experiential learning processes imbibing
amongst the students, with required employability skills, live
industry projects, application based learning, and spirit of social

We are

GNA University
The GNA University (GU) is a

equipped classrooms, the

boasts all modern educational,

premier private university in

University has become a brand

residential, sports, and cafeteria

Punjab, India. Established in 2014

name for world-class education in

facilities reﬂecting the global

through an act of the state

India. It has turned itself into a

benchmark in the learning

government and approved by the

leading hub of optimized life skills

excellence. A strong record of

UGC, it has become the chosen

coaching that enables students to

campus selection reﬂects the

educational hub for a diverse

improve their quality of life

strength of our curriculum and

community of students. With over

through an eclectic blend of

employability, practicability and

50 degrees and certiﬁcate

science, technology and

exposure our institution facilitates.

courses; it has established itself as

humanities and approach real-life

It has tied up with educational

a leading university in India for

problems through innovation.

institutions and industry giants to

business, technology, engineering

The campus is spread over 50

help students gain exposure to

and computer programs.

acres amid serene and

emerging technologies and

With trained faculties, best

picturesque ambience that

always keep them au courant.

teaching practices, and well-

responsibility.
Our academic curriculum is designed to meet the industry
expectations. Accordingly, we have established collaborative
partnerships with industry, government, and other research

Industry Endorsed
Curriculum

Research based
teaching

Effective teaching
learning processes

institutions. Our focus is to help the students in achieving the
optimum growth in their lives. Students are encouraged to think
innovatively and brainstorm ideas to perform the assigned
tasks. This makes them not only good in academics but also
successful professionals and entrepreneurs. Over the duration
of their stay at GNA University, they are inspired to become
ethical and responsible civilians.

Strong Industry
Connect

International
Immersion

Visiting faculty
from the industry
and leading
academic
institutions

Live and industry
projects

Peer learning
through clubs
and societies

With my all best wishes, we look forward to welcome you to GNA
University.

Prof. (Dr.) V. K. Rattan
Vice Chancellor, GNA University

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

#Universityofaspiringminds

Best
Location
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#WEMAKETHE
DIFFERENCE

Industry Endorsed
Curriculum

GNA University is an industry
backed university having close
linkages with the industry of
immense repute. With it’s close
association with the industry of
immense repute, we strive to
deliver the best industry exposure
in the form of Guest Lectures from
industry professionals and even
involving them in the designing of
the curriculum development to
ensure the development of our
students according to the
corporate needs and making
them industry ready.
Research based teaching
GNA University provides
opportunity to acquire skills from
the best faculty from academia
and industry. Students are
encouraged to learn the concepts
through thorough research.
Effective teaching
learning processes
Faculty members and students
are encouraged to innovate and
create new concepts, designs,
projects and give solutions to the
industry. Students are groomed
with life skill courses like Critical
Thinking, Selling Skills,
Interpersonal Skills etc. to face the
challenges of life.

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

Strong Industry Connect

Campus Facilities

Strong industry connect enables

GNA University has state of the art

the student to get practical
exposure of the industry in the
form of guest lectures, industrial
visits, summer and winter training.
International Immersion
GNA University has collaboration
with renowned foreign universities
like University of Laverne, Wichita
State University that enables
students to opt for semester
abroad program.
Students are also sent on 15 days
immersion program where they
develop insight into various
culture and tradition of people
residing abroad
Peer learning through
clubs and societies
Extra-curricular activities play a
vital role in the development of
the child’s overall growth. GNA
University has always
encouraged children to explore
and channelize their sporting
talents through participation in a

campus. Students have access to
well equipped labs that are
developed as per industry’s
requirement and enables the
students to get job ready.
University has good sporting
facilities for the overall growth of
the student.
Visiting faculty from the
industry and leading
academic institutions
Students of GNA University enjoy

industry relationships. We are

University.

always keen to listen more closely

The CRD works close knit with the

to the needs of the corporate

corporate sector to nurture a

partners. This thought paves our

valuable network.

way to Corporate Interactions

Assist corporates in Research and

with the industry to reduce

Development, Training and

Industry-Academia gap. To

problem solving etc.

achieve the same, Corporate

Provides opportunities to faculty

Relations Division is established at

and students for Live Projects,

GNA University. Corporate

Training and Placements.

We bring industry closer to our
students through • Participation of Industry in GU
events
• Research & Consultancy Projects
with Industry
• Corporate Liaisoning – Guest
Lectures / Industrial Visits
• Summer Internships
• Final Placements

Relations Division serves as a front

WE MAKE THE STUDENT JOB READY

and academia.

6: Skill Acquisition

Live and industry projects
Students get the opportunity to

All students are trained
on reasoning and its
various sub-kinds.

problems and provide them with
innovative solutions. Strong

2

industry network of GNA brings the
industry closer and helps the
students by getting training
directly from the industry experts.

pollution free lush green vicinity
surrounded with fields and having
heart throbbing natural beauty.

Student are using tools
like MOOCs, online
trainings to acquire
desired skillset.

2: Reasoning

work on live industry based

GNA University is located in the

like football, basketball, aerobics,

door for industry to the entire

faculty members from industry

games at the University level. For

can participate in outdoor sports

GNA University is upholds strong

network of their mentors and

Best Location

there are various clubs. Students

Division

privilege of big professional

wide range of indoor and outdoor
children with focused interests,

Corporate Relations

1
1: Language
Students are trained on
all three aspects:
Writing, Speaking,
Listening

4: Industry Mapping
Students have been
doing intensive
mapping of potential
employer with their
skills.

4

3
3: Business Comm.
All students are trained
on:

5
5: Skill Awareness
All students have been
gone under personal
skill development
counselling.

6

7
7: Skill Expertise
Each student is aware
about the level of skill
expertise he has and
ready to be trained on
any special need.

• Email handling
• Phone handling

tennis, cricket.
#Universityofaspiringminds
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GUEST AND

INFORMATION BROCHURE 2021/22

VISITORS

FROM THE INDUSTRY

Teaching and
Learning Never stops

@ GU

Our Series of webinars and Online Workshops
from Guest Speakers across the globe during
lockdown proves it well....

I am thankful to GNA University for inviting me to their International Conference
ICOHOST 2020., where I was amazed to interact with researchers from all around the
globe. I personally congratulate the Faculty of Hospitality for organizing such
informative events and would love to be connected.

UPSKILL

WEBINARS
AND
GUEST
LECTURES

Dr. Robert J. Thompson | Chair, Department of Hospitality & Tourism Management,
University of Alabama, USA
GNA University is a pioneer institute that strives towards academic excellence and
aims at providing the best to its students and faculty. I sincerely believe that under
the esteemed leadership and the able guidance of the worthy management, GNA is
deﬁnitely going to touch the limitless sky of success.

100+

POSITIVE
RESULT

Mr. Sanjeev Bakshi | General Manager | Human Resource- Havells India Ltd.
It was pleasure to interact with students of GNA University on Engineers Day 2020. I
could see a lot of conﬁdence in the Engineering students. The technologies provided
to the students at GNA University is really appreciable. The University is bridging the
gap between industry and academia.

PREPARE

Mr. Vinod Palakkil | Regional Director | PTC
It was a pleasure to visit GNA University, I can see that the special courses are the
courses of future. All the programs here are aligned with the Industrial requirement
and bridge the gap between industry and academia. I am really impressed with the
student's skills and proﬁciency in CAD/CAM/CAE and RPT technologies. This will help
the students to build their career in well-deﬁned path.
Mr. Pradeep Kumar Jain | Senior Vice President | Reliance Industries

LEADER

Being an esteemed Institute of Academics and carrying a rich orientation towards
Research and Development, I am pretty sure GNA University is deﬁnitely going to
carve an indelible impression in the years to come. The University is single handedly
devoted towards imparting value-based education and I am conﬁdent that it is
going to ﬂourish in the years to come.
Dr. Nripendra Singh | Clarion University of Pennsylvania

PROFESSIONAL

Mr. Nitin Malvadkar | Technical Consultant | Siemens Digital Industries Solution

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

#Universityofaspiringminds
#Universityofaspiringminds

NATIONAL
AND
INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATIONS

LEARNING

I interacted with the GNA University students ﬁrst time. I am really impressed with the
answers given by the students during the session on modern technologies. I
appreciate GNA University for providing the most modern technologies to the
growing engineers which will help them to achieve their desired goal in the
impending future.

200+
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educators, researchers and
students in an effort to increase
awareness and knowledge of
embedded applications.

Our knowledge

Partners

Spoken Tutorial is a multiaward winning educational
content portal. Here one can
learn various free and open
source software all by oneself.
The self-paced, multi-lingual
courses ensure that anybody
with a computer and a desire
for learning, can learn from any
place, at any time and in a
language of their choice. All
the content published on this
website are shared under the
CC BY SA license.

Virtual Labs project is an
initiative of Ministry of Human
Resource Development (MHRD),
Government of India under the
aegis of National Mission on
Education through Information
and Communication
Technology (NMEICT). This
project is a consortium activity
of twelve participating institutes
and IIT Delhi is coordinating
institute. It is a paradigm shift in
ICT-based education.
Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

PTC (NASDAQ: PTC) delivers
technology solutions that
transform the way companies
create, operate and service their
products. PTC solutions enable
manufactures to develop
product and service advantage
in a smart, connective world.

Juniper Networks originally
focused on core routers, which
are used by internet service
providers (ISPs) to perform IP
address lookups and direct
internet trafﬁc. Juniper is the
third largest market-share
holder overall for routers and
switches used by ISPs. GNA
offers entire range of training
and courses under various
courses and degrees for
students to be future ready.

Technology giant Cisco

continues to dominate the
industry as the premier
enterprise networking vendor.
It's no surprise that Cisco has
been one of the biggest global
networking companies, growing
from a seller of switches and
routers to a provider of complex
telecommunications, cyber
security, and networking
solutions since 1980s.

The Stratasys Direct Digital
Manufacturing (DDM) Group is
a team of experienced
manufacturing technology
professionals who act as a
resource for manufacturers in
high requirement, highcertiﬁcation industries such as
Aerospace and Defence.

Microchip Technology Inc. is a
publicly-listed American
corporation that manufactures
microcontroller, mixed-signal,
analog and Flash-IP integrated
circuits. Microchip Technology
offers support and resources to

The Oracle Workforce
Development Program (WDP)
helps educational institutions
around the world prepare a new
generation of IT specialists to
CII is a non-government, nonproﬁt, industry-led and industry enter the workforce with the
– managed organization, playing most in-demand Oracle skills.
By enabling you to offer
a proactive role in India’s
development process. Founded authorized Oracle training
in 1895, India’s premier business content as a part of your
existing certiﬁcate, diploma,
association has over 7200
and/or degree programs,
members, from the private as
well as public sectors, including students can learn those
SMEs and MNCs, and an indirect relevant and desirable job skills
required for the increasingly
membership of over 100,000
competitive work environment.
enterprises from around 242
national and regional sectoral
industry bodies.

AWS is a largest market share in
the world (around 64%) for
cloud solutions and AWS
academy's partnership with
GNA University is one of its kind
where students are getting
certiﬁed and immediately
getting placed in the latest
skills.

Ui-Path is the fastest growing
enterprise software company,
delivering leading RPA platform
alliance with GNA University
offers various specialized
courses integrated in various
degrees of FEDA.

Blue Prism is a UK multinational
software corporation that
pioneered and makes enterprise
robotic process automation
software. The brand is the
global leader in intelligent
automation. Blue Prism is an
RPA Tool based on Java
Programming Language which
holds the capability of virtual
workforce powered by software
robots. This helps the
enterprises to automate the
business operations in an agile
and cost-effective manner.

EC-Council University is a
premier institution of higher
learning that specialises in
cybersecurity technologies,
#Universityofaspiringminds

enabling its graduates to obtain
advanced cyber skillsets.
CEH,CHFI,CCISO,CND are ANSI
accredited EC Council's
Academic alliance with GNA
University offers various
Certiﬁcations in the ﬁeld of
Cyber Security that are
integrated in various courses of
FEDA and FCS.

Microsoft Imagine Academy
program provides educational
institutions with access to a full
curriculum solution for teaching
technology courses and
learning tools that help teachers
gain technology skills, and helps
students to achieve success thru
employability and industry
certiﬁcation.
73% of new jobs in the next ﬁve
years will require technology
skills (Source: US-BLS Employment
Projections )

Palo Alto Networks, Inc. is an
American multinational cyber
security company with
headquarters in Santa Clara,
California is at the forefront of
protecting tens of thousands of
organizations across clouds,
networks, and mobile devices.
Its core products are a platform
that includes advanced ﬁrewalls
and cloud-based offerings that
extend those ﬁrewalls to cover
other aspects of security. Palo
Alto Networks certiﬁcation
validates an IT professional's
knowledge and skills in security
management.
10

Our Industry Linkage
makes you

“

STUDENT SPEAKS

Job Ready

My all time thanks to GNA
University for making me an
efﬁcient being. As a student here, I

Internships

Placements

Industrial Visits

Live Projects

Workshops

GNA University focuses on enhancing the knowledge and skills of
students by giving them exposure on various platforms. The student is

learned and excel new skills. Not
only getting support from the
training imbibed faculty, but the
vibes here is ﬁlled with knowledge

“

Guest Lectures

and discipline. I have done many

WELCOME
To have successful career depends on your interest, your selection
of the right program and the right university. By being part of GNA
university, you will be part of 75 years of corporate legacy. You will
be part of vibrant and diverse community. We inspire innovations
and create the difference in your professional careers.

projects and got support whenever

given opportunities to visit industries, various expos, attend expert talks,

I needed it. Once again thanks to

workshops, seminars, mock interviews, group discussion sessions. GNA

GNA University for relentless

University understands the need of the Industry and drills the students

support during my training time.

for industry ready product.

Hani Singh
R&D Department
Livguard Batteries

FACULTY OF
ENGINEERING, DESIGN
AND AUTOMATION

FACULTY OF
HOSPITALITY

FACULTY OF APPLIED
HEALTH SCIENCE

GNA
BUSINESS SCHOOL

FACULTY OF
ANIMATION AND MULTIMEDIA

FACULTY OF LIBERAL
ARTS

FACULTY OF
COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES

FACULTY OF
NATURAL SCIENCES

FACULTY OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND SPORTS

#Universityofaspiringminds
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WHY FACULTY OF ENGINEERING, DESIGN AND AUTOMATION?
• Reboost Industrial interface
• Professionally driven faculty/experiential learning
• Choice based Academic curriculum
• International Collaborations
• Project based learning
• Industrial visits to places like Indian Space Research Organization (Vikram Sarabhai Space Exhibition
Space Application Centre),

Ahmedabad, Gujarat. Ralson India Ltd. BOSCH India, Jaipur, etc.

Link: http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/faculty-of-engineering-design-and-automation

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING, DESIGN AND AUTOMATION
With an aim to empower students

Computer Science and

amplified through lectures, in

to imbibe technological

Engineering, Electronics and

cutting-edge laboratory facilities,

superiority and emerge on the

Communication Engineering,

in team-based projects, through

global scene with astute

Mechanical & Automation

early design experience. While

competence, the FEDA has turned

Engineering, Robotics &

students get ample chance to

itself into a rigorous hub of

Automation, Electronics and

explore the creative world of

excellence for manifold courses. It

Computer Engineering, Big Data

Engineering, Designing and

nurtures and mentors future

Analytics, IOT, Cloud Computing,

Automation, the faculty endows

technocrats through a range of

Cyber Security and Bachelors of

them with versatility and

doctorate, post-graduate,

Design. It also offers certificate

proficiency to compete at the

graduate, certificate and diploma

and diploma in a number of

international level turning

programs in engineering focused

CAD/CAM programs.

themselves into harbingers of

on skill development,

At GNA University, the course

innovation, change and enterprise.

practicability and the realization

curriculum is designed to imbibe

technical brilliance.

the relevant, the most prevalent

Projects are an integral part of the

The FEDA has specialized

and futuristic skills required in the

curriculum at GNA University and

departments offering diverse

technology industry and prepare

showcase our commitment to the

graduate courses in Aerospace

technocrats with a top-notch

practical demonstration. Each

Engineering, Civil Engineering,

education. Course content is

program is designed to provide

TRAINING PARTNERS
USA

USA

PLM-USA

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

extraordinary learning

name in the engineering and

Academy etc. has made our

opportunities and optimize the

technology sector to reckon with,

programs industry relevant. Tie-

student's ability to acquire

GNA University presents itself as a

Ups with software providers,

expertise and exploit gainful

natural choice for aspiring

such as PTC University USA

opportunities. Special care is

technocrats. The background plays

(CREO Parametric), Dassault

taken to ensure our students

an important role in allowing

Systemes(CATIA), Autodesk USA

stand among the best in

students at this leading engineering

(ARC), SIEMENS PLM (NX and

competitions worldwide for career university of North India to gain

SolidEdge), Festo GERMANY (Fluid

and success in the field of

more, better and extensive

Sim and Ciros) and Stratasys

Engineering. Training in

exposure to industries and plants. It

USA for RPT Solution, allows GNA

communication skills,

also provides a reliable platform to

University to make its

interpersonal relations,

study, gain the first-hand

CAD/CAM/CAE/PLMS/FDM

interactivity, leadership, and other

experience and stay abreast of the

courses among the best in India.

life-skill areas help them achieve

latest trends and technologies.

the desired goal.

Collaboration with IIT Delhi, EC-

An endeavour by GNA Gears, a

Council University (US), AWS

STUDENT TESTIMONIAL

INDUSTRY EXPERT TESTIMONIAL

Kajal
Faculty of Engineering,
Design and Automation

I, Kajal, Completed my

Dr. Carlos J. Ochoa Fernandez
CEO & Founder, Chairman
ONE Digital Consulting, Spain

B.Tech. in Aerospace Engineering

In a pursuit to bridge the gap between academia and

from the GNA University Phagwara from 2016-20, currently

industry, GNA University has tied-up with leading

working as Project Associate CSIR-NAL (NATIONAL

Multinational corporates to setup multifaceted industry-

AEROSPACE LABORATORY).

is a blend of technical

sponsored infrastructure. These corporate tie-ups play a

learning, developing ethics, and integration of enduring

crucial role in elevating the capabilities of the students and

principles. As an Aerospace Engineering student, I would say,

faculty members through various training activities. My best

the department provides a wide arena of the ﬁelds of study

wishes to the faculty and students of the University.

GU

of Aerospace.
#Universityofaspiringminds
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PROGRAMS

DURATION

ELIGIBILITY

M. Tech. CAD/CAM

2 Years

B. Tech. Mechanical and allied branches

M. Tech. Mechanical Engineering

2 Years

B. Tech. Mechanical and allied branches

M. Tech. Civil Engineering (Geo Technical Specialisation/Structures)

2 Years

B. Tech. Civil and allied branches

M. Tech. ECE (Signal Processing/Wireless Communication)

2 Years

B. Tech. ECE / Mechatronics

M. Tech. CSE (Advanced Computing/ IOT/Data Science/ Information Security)

2 Years

B. Tech. CSE/ ECE

B. Tech. Aerospace Engineering

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B. Tech. Civil Engineering

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B. Tech. Computer Science and Engineering

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B. Tech. CSE with Internet Of Things

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B. Tech. CSE with Cloud Computing

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B. Tech. CSE with Cyber Security

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B. Tech. CSE with Data Analytics

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B. Tech. Electronics and Communication Engineering

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B. Tech. Electronics and Computer Engineering

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B.Tech. Mechanical and Automation Engineering

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B.Tech. Robotics and Automation Engineering

4 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

Bachelor of Design (Automotive and Product)

4 Years

10+2 Any Stream

Diploma in Mechanical CAD/CAM

3 Years

10+2 Any Stream / ITI

Diploma in Cyber Security

1 Year

10+2 Any Stream

Post Diploma in CAD/CAM

1 Year

Diploma in Mechanical Engineering

Certiﬁcate Program in Integrated CAD/CAM

1 Year

ITI/Diploma/B.Tech. in ME and allied
branches

Certiﬁcate Program in CAD/CAM

6 Months

Certiﬁcate Program in Civil CAD

6 Months

ITI/Diploma/B.Tech. in ME and allied
branches
ITI/Diploma/B.Tech. in Civil Engineering
and allied branches

1 Year

ITI/Diploma/B.Tech. in Civil Engineering
and allied branches

Advance Certiﬁcate Program in Civil CAD

Join B. Tech. Robotics and Automation Engineering
- Festo Germany Technology approved labs
- Industrial Robotics labs
- Back Support of GNA Axles-II
- Lab of Siemens PLM and Dassault France

Join B. Tech. Aerospace Engineering
- Aviation wing with super rocket airplane (DGCA Approved)
- MiG 21 Aircraft’s R-25 Engine
- MoU with ESAT University, Tunisia

Join B.Tech. CSE with Cyber Security
in association with EC-Council University, USA
to become
- Certiﬁed Ethical Hacker
- Certiﬁed Network Defender
- Certiﬁed Hacking and Forensics Investigator
Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

Bachelor of Design (B. Design) -Automotive and Product

- Japanese Clay Modeling Lab
- Concept Development Lab (Wacom Cintiq Pro, Japan)
- Autodesk Alias Digital Sculpting Lab
- Dedicated Design Workshop with Modern Tools & Machines
#Universityofaspiringminds
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Innovations
GO-KART
A complete engineering marvel has been
developed by GNA University’s Engineering
students. The kart is fully manufactured at GNA
University under scrupulous the guidance of GNA
Gears Pvt. Ltd. The Kart is IoT enabled having
Google Voice Assistant to elaborate its technical
speciﬁcations.

SELF-PROPELLED ONION HARVESTER
Onion harvester is a hydrostatic self-propelled
machine system to collect sieve through
revolving rollers. Rubber toe is able to pick up
even the most delicate onion skin with an equal
or higher quality than manual collection. This
vehicle has special technology to detect the
moisture of soil before digging

PORTABLE VENTILATOR MACHINE

INNOVATIVE SYSTEM TO PREVENT THE

Department of Mechanical and Automation

ACCIDENT OF OVERLOADED VEHICLES

Engineering developed Portable
Ventilator Machine during the Covid-19. This
machine has special mechanism
which adjusts the stoke length according to the
human breathing rate.

A system is developed by the Centre for
Innovation (GU-CI) for trucks that will not allow
trucks to start if they are overloaded. An
alarming system will also ﬂash the warning. This
can protect against various accidents that
happen only due to overloading.

SMART IRRIGATION SYSTEM USING
INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)
A solution to all irrigation problems with the help
of IoT, where a smart system can detect the
moisture and provide an adequate amount of
water to plants/ﬁelds. The device can be
controlled using IoT.

E-BIKE
Centre for Innovation (GU-CI) student developed
an Ebike from scratch which can be served for
day to day local commute.

SURVEILLANCE ROVER WITH AUTOMATIC
DUST MECHANISM
Department of Aerospace Engineering, has
developed a prototype of surveillance robot
which can remove dust from its solar panel
automatically, which increase the life and
efficiency of the robots.

ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT(UAL)
Department of Aerospace Engineering, has
developed a working model of UAL whose design
is inspired from World War-I and World War-II
aircrafts.

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

#Universityofaspiringminds
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WHY GNA BUSINESS SCHOOL?
• Creating leaders & entrepreneurs for the world
• Business School founded by GNA Gears
• International degrees in national boundaries
• Corporate Oriented Management Programs
• Industry tie-ups and MOUs
• BizLabs simulations to give practical exposure
• Internships both for Undergraduate & Postgraduate Courses
Link: http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/webroot/gbs/
PROGRAMS

DURATION

ELIGIBILITY

2 Years

Graduation any stream

2 Years

Graduation any stream

M. Com.

2 Years

B. Com.

BBA with CIMA

3 Years

10+2 any stream

BBA with NCFM

3 Years

10+2 any stream

BBA

3 Years

10+2 any stream

B.Com. With CIMA

3 Years

10+2 any stream

B.Com (Hons.)

3 Years

10+2 any stream

MBA - Finance, Marketing, HRM, Hospitality, International

GNA BUSINESS SCHOOL

Business

GNA Business School (GBS)

them to imbibe latest business

through practical awareness

focuses on three key areas –

ideas, needs and developments.

necessary to master the art of

inculcation of entrepreneurial

Expert faculty and industry

management. The courses also

aptitude, development of

partnership helps us cater to the

provide an exclusive basis to

business acumen and infusion of

needs of a broad and diverse

integrate the knowledge of

management training at the

student group in the campus. It

different commercial facets and

highest level to prepare future

facilitates their exposure through

business aspects signiﬁcant to

executives so as to steer them to

internships and live industry

survive and prosper in this

the world of enterprises. With a

projects and assists them in

competitive world. Our coverage

curriculum that reﬂects both

identifying interests and

extends to both organized and

present and future business

opportunities.

unorganized sectors and pays

demands and a teaching that

The variety of elective courses on

attention to churn out effective

empowers students, it offers a

offer includes subjects such as

leaders capable to develop

learning experience with wide

Accounting, Marketing, Finance

successful business models. We

exposure to practical and

and HR, which are key to direct,

make students prepare to take

upcoming business perspectives.

control and excel in the modern

upon the full range of business

GBS students have access to well-

business requirements. We

functions and meet challenges at

rounded and comprehensive

encourage budding executives to

any point in their career.

learning program that enables

acquire business intelligence

TRAINING PARTNERS

MBA - Fin Tech with BSE

The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, incorporated and
registered in England and Wales and GNA University has entered into an
agreement which allows students of GNA University to enrol onto the CGMA
Finance Leadership Programme (FLP) to obtain a CIMA Qualiﬁcation. You’ll learn
the ﬁnance, business, digital, people and leadership skills that employers are
looking for, today and in the future.
STUDENT TESTIMONIAL

INDUSTRY EXPERT TESTIMONIAL

I at GBS, GNA University have had a ﬁrst-hand experience
of what growth, hard work and determination can
develop a student into. GBS has provided me with ample
of opportunities that catered to my holistic, intellectual
and educational growth. Be it the Case Study discussion,
Industrial Visits or Online Learning, GBS has left no stone
unturned to craft me into a growth oriented individual.

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

Mr. Atin Khanna
Vice President & Priority
Circle Manager,
Kotak Mahindra Bank,
Noida, UP

Simran Randhawa
GNA Business
School

It is my privilege to be associated with such a renewed
institution that gives me great sense of
accomplishment. GNA University deﬁnitely strives to
create future intellectuals and I am of the ﬁrm opinion
that it is going to grow richer and is going to prosper in
the coming time.

#Universityofaspiringminds
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WHY FACULTY OF COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE?
• Wide range of industry accepted courses
• Well equipped dedicated Labs
• Job oriented industry certifications
• Special Sessions and classes on analytical skills
• Global and domestic internships
• Online certifications from IIT Mumbai
• To polish technical skills which are pertinent to the field job
Link: http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/faculty-of-computational-science

PROGRAMS

FACULTY OF COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE

DURATION

MCA

2 Years

BCA / B. Sc. IT / B. Sc. with CS

M.Sc IT

2 Years

B. Sc. IT / BCA

AWS Cloud Computing

3 Years

10+2 any stream

B.Sc. IT with Cyber Security Certiﬁcation

3 Years

10+2 any stream

Diploma in Digital Marketing and Social Networks

1 Year

10+2 any stream

BCA with Linkedln / Hubspot Certiﬁcation / Cyber Security/

Faculty of Computational Science

Artificial Intelligence, Internet of

with audio, video visual aid

provides a unique learning

Things, Cyber Security, Ethical

encourages, students to gain

environment, up to date curricula

Hacking and Digital Marketing.

hands-on experience at both
graduate and post-graduate level.

and pedagogy in the computer
science and information

Faculty of Computational Science

technology discipline, in which

is committed to enable students

Programs like MCA, BCA and B.Sc.

students can draw academic

to be self-sufficient as successful

(IT) provide unique blend of

expertise and high quality

entrepreneur and professionally

foundational courses and

research to develop a deep

ready for the job market. The

practical work through a series of

understanding of their subjects.

curriculum is designed to address

projects and will gain a broad

Faculty of Computational Science

new challenges in advanced

understanding of the world of IT

strives to achieve excellent

computing and to realize the

and Business. Thus they will be

standards of quality education by

potential of computing in artificial

both ‘business-savvy’ and ‘tech-

keeping pace with rapidly

intelligence, cloud, big data,

savvy’. All the Degrees are

changing technologies & create

advance algorithms, systems,

combinations of highly paid and

computer professionals of global

architecture and networking. A

exciting careers.

standards with capability of

thriving research environment,

accepting new challenges in the

state-of-the-art labs and

area of emerging fields like

accommodating smart teaching

TRAINING PARTNERS

STUDENT TESTIMONIAL

INDUSTRY EXPERT TESTIMONIAL

Muskan
Faculty of
Computational Science
GNA University offers a sea of opportunities with the
practical time bounded managerial experience all
through the course. A place to get involved and explore
your passion with the great support from the high
proﬁled faculty team and the strong alumni network.

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

ELIGIBILITY

Dr. Raman Kumar Goyal
Assistant Professor
Thapar university, Patiala
"I always like to operate the camera myself, so the quality
of the viewﬁnder is important to me and I'm impressed
with the ALEX's viewﬁnder. “Alexa was so amazing. GNA
University students are interact very well.

#Universityofaspiringminds
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WHY FACULTY OF HOSPITALITY?
• Excellent Academia-Industry interface
• Real Life intensive practical training and workshops
• Global Exposure (Events, Festivals, International Conferences, OJT’s, Internships)
• State-of-the-art Infrastructure
• Exposure to the latest and emerging trends in the hospitality industry.
• Corporate Relation Division for providing assistance on Trainings and Placements
• MOU with global universities for student exchange program.
Link: http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/faculty-of-hospitality

FACULTY OF HOSPITALITY

PROGRAMS

DURATION

ELIGIBILITY

M.Sc. Hotel Management

2 Years

Graduation any stream

B.Sc. Hotel Management

3 Years

10+2 any stream

The Faculty of Hospitality(FOH) at

hospitality sector. FOH has an

process through experiential,

Bachelors in Hotel Management and Catering Technology*

4 Years

10+2 any stream

GNA University has set a trend in

extensive and well-structured

collaborative and innovative

B. Sc. Culinary Arts

3 Years

10+2 any stream

creating empowered leaders for

internship program that provides

approaches to enhance students'

B.Sc. Airlines Tourism and Hospitality

3 Years

10+2 any stream

the Hospitality and Tourism

students a platform to work with

analytical and decision-making

Diploma in Food Production

1 Year

10+2 any stream

industry with a commitment to

top industry players and learn

skills. The strong accolades and

Diploma in Hotel Management

1 Year

10+2 any stream

maintain the highest international

from the best.

links of the university with top

standards. The quality of

FOH stands out for its forward-

quality hotel industry provide

education underlined by the

thinking, attention to excellence,

students an opportunity to dive

efforts to achieve excellence in

diversity, relevance and the

into the world of hospitality with an

both professional and personal

industry reach. It fully recognizes

insight into the subject.

spheres augments their career

the human resource quality and

FOH has state-of-the-art

prospective and boosts expert

skill required by the hospitality

infrastructure, including AC

quotient. Focus remains on

industry now and for the

classrooms, studio kitchen, training

imparting students with skills that

foreseeable future and prepares

restaurant and kitchen, chef's

convert them into the highest-

enrolled students with the most

lounge, library and campus

quality captains able to match

forward-thinking attributes

facilities.

the expectations and successfully

complementing teamwork,

steer through the emerging and

leadership, and service etiquette.

existing business challenges in the

FOH further enrich their learning

• Most Types of Halwa

• Longest Vegetable Sandwich

• Longest Aloo Paratha

• Most Number of Raita

• Most Variety of Samosa

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

Dubai

Australia

Mauritius

New Zealand

Maldives

STUDENT TESTIMONIAL

and many more....

INDUSTRY EXPERT TESTIMONIAL

Paria
Faculty of Hospitality

I am happy to be part of GNA University and envision

6 LIMCA BOOK OF RECORDS
• Longest Vegetable Kathi Roll

India

myself as a manager in a 5-star hotel in coming days.
GNA University actually provides the best practical
learning environment which is not only focused but also
enjoyable. We also get exposure from leading hotels and

Chef Toshit Sharma
Corporate Chef
Rational International, India

I was absolutely delighted after the interaction with
Hospitality students of GNA University. The conﬁdence &
skills of students clearly shows that GNA is on the right
track. I wish GNA all the best for its future endeavors.

placement opportunities across the globe.

#Universityofaspiringminds
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WHY FACULTY OF ANIMATION AND MULTIMEDIA?
• Hands on experience on live industry projects at GNA Consultancy Studio which is a
multi dimensional Media & Creative House.
• Industry endorsed curriculum & Tie-ups with some of the leading brands.
• Practical training of the latest software and techniques in MAC Lab.
• Time to Time Interaction with Industry Experts to get a better view about the Industry.
• Well Equipped Photography Studio and Equipments for Photography
• Practical Curriculum to meet Industry standards and Requirements, locally and Globally.
Link: http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/faculty-of-animation-and-multimedia

PROGRAMS

FACULTY OF ANIMATION AND MULTIMEDIA
The Faculty of Animation and
Multimedia (FAM) at GNA
University provides an
understanding in the principles
and processes of animation film
with practical learning. It
enables proficiency in students
to handle and deliver industry
standard projects/outputs. FAM
offers an excellent opportunity
to the students to gain
specialization such as Computer
Graphics (CG) Assets and Visual
effects (VFX) in choice of their
field in the media industry. We
provide a perfect launch-pad to
the Undergraduate and Postgraduate students towards a
successful career in Visual
effects for Films and Television,
and emerging applications for

2D,3D Visualization and
Animation.
The comprehensive programs of
FAM cover the fundamentals of
Art, Animation Design and
Visual Effects, and subsequent
application of these basics to
2D, 3D Modelling, Photography,
compositing, matchmoving,
Graphic designing, Character
Animation, Character Rigging,
Texturing and Lighting,
Compositing, Visual Effects to
name a few. FAM offers vast
array of job opportunities to the
students through our impressive
industrial network. We, through
perfect blend of academics and
industrial training program,
make sure that our budding
professionals to be innovative,

FEW OF OUR RECRUITERS

imaginative and are prepared
well to face the challenges
posed by the industry, which in
turn will help them in building
their dream career in the field of
animation and multimedia.
The Faculty of Animation and
Multimedia, includes the
Software engagement,
advancements in technologies,
hands-on practice, and building
a constant vision to be creative
in their work. Our department
provides a perfect platform to
the young minds in their
formative years to take their
artistic vision in new direction to
shape their future. The students
get an opportunity to improve
their creative visions through
the interactive session with

DURATION

ELIGIBILITY
B. Sc. Animation and Multimedia/BCA
B. Sc. IT / B. Sc. Computer Science
Any stream with Computer Science

M. Sc. Animation and Multimedia

2 Years

B. Sc. Animation & Multimedia

3 Years

BA (Journalism and Mass Communication)

3 Years

10+2 any stream

Certiﬁcate Program in Animation and Multimedia

1 Year

10+2 any stream

industry experts, industrial visits
and participation in various
competitions, which encourage
them to have a competitive
spirit to excel in their
specialization and put the best
foot forward.
As this field is the most active
field in professionalism and
skill-orientation, the efforts are

always to reach the level of
zenith in giving the best fruitful
results by the students which
boost the energies and
appreciates the efforts of young
minds. Today, more than ever,
you can count on the student's
achievements and some great
experience with the industry, a
campus that's always on,

STUDENT TESTIMONIAL

10+2 any stream

thousands of hours of
education and our commitment
to provided you with the most
professional and fulfilling
learning experience on the
globe.

INDUSTRY EXPERT TESTIMONIAL

Jaskamal Kaur
Faculty of Animation and
Multimedia

Mr. Jagadish
Head of Talent Management
and Culture
RealWorld One Studio

It was a great experience to study here and making

It was a pleasant experience to conduct workshop on

ourselves prepared for any challenges. It was great

game art creation at GNA Campus. Students were truly

atmosphere specially faculties were very

inspiring and inquisitive. Hope it was informative to the

supportive, they helped me and guided me in
positive direction. In short , I was a stone when I

students, looking forward to conduct many more such
productive workshops

came here but GNA University polished me in
diamond.
Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

#Universityofaspiringminds
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FACULTY OF NATURAL SCIENCES
Faculty of Natural Sciences has
been established with the
commitment to excellence in
teaching and learning. We at
GNA University offers graduate
and post graduate programs.
The department promotes
education in science which can
relate theoretical knowledge
with hands on practice in
practical application in
laboratories. The department

FACULTY OF APPLIED HEALTH SCIENCES

aims to produce skilled
workforce and researchers who
can innovate, invent and further
disseminate the knowledge to
the society and the mankind.
We provide a component of
education that help students to
contribute intelligently to the
discussions and decision
making that characterize
scientific and technological age.
We strive to provide this

component in a manner that
equips our students, regardless
of the venue in which we
interact with them, with the
scientific and analytical tools.
The department conducts
various guest lectures and
industrial visits for the students
so they can learn about working
culture of labs and industries.

Link: http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/faculty-of-natural-sciences

Faculty of Applied Health Science

and improve well-being across

body matter such as fluid, tissue,

offers courses in Physiotherapy

the life course. Whether your

and blood. It also covers micro-

and Medical lab technology. The

interest lies in improving the

organism screening, chemical

Department is committed to

quality of life for individuals or

analyses, and cell count.

improve the quality of life for

making your community a

Graduates from the programs will

individuals and communities

healthier place to live.

be well-prepared for careers in

through innovative education and

Also, Medical Laboratory

academic, private and government

research activities. Applied Health

Technology Science helps to

sectors.

Science is a leader in the

diagnose, treat and prevent

Studying Applied Health Sciences at

development of strategies that

diseases through clinical

GNA University will put you on the

prevent disease and injury,

laboratory tests. It is

path to a rewarding career.

protect and promote healthy

complementary to medical

living, optimize physical ability,

science. It involves analysis of

Link: http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/faculty-of-Applied-health-sciences

PROGRAMS

DURATION

ELIGIBILITY

M. Sc. Physics/Chemistry/Mathematics

2 Years

B. Sc. Physics/Chemistry/Maths

B. Sc. Physical Science (Non-Medical)

3 Years

10+2 Non-Medical

B. Sc. Medical

3 Years

10+2 Medical

B. Sc. Physics (Honours)

3 Years

10+2 Non-Medical/Medical

B. Sc. Chemistry (Honours)

3 Years

10+2 Non-Medical/Medical

B. Sc. Mathematics (Honours)

3 Years

10+2 with Maths

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

PROGRAMS

DURATION

ELIGIBILITY

B. Sc. Medical Lab Technology

3 Years

10+2 Medical

Bachelor of Physiotherapy

4.5 Years

10+2 Medical

Diploma in Medical Lab Technology

2 Years

10+2 Medical

#Universityofaspiringminds
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FACULTY OF LIBERAL ARTS

FACULTY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS

The Faculty of Liberal Arts at GNA

and uses ultimately leads to

encourages exploration across

Faculty of Physical Education &

students by offering a highly

not only physically but also

University is being planned and

successful cross-cultural

disciplines, while providing a

Sports (FPES) at GNA University is

diverse range of applied sports

psychologically and

designed to foster the education

communication and more

central academic experience for

being planned and designed to

science subjects and game

emotionally to prepare them to

for leading roles in the global

authentic relationships among

students. Diverse range of

foster a range of physical

specialization etc.

give their best in today's

community by sticking to the

people. The aim is to produce

subjects help students to question

activities within, and beyond, the

The program aims to increase

competitive world.

language, which is the starting

graduates who are sensitive to

critically and think broadly,

curriculum to engage students in

attention on expertise in games

The Faculty of Physical Education

point of knowledge. The Faculty of

the needs of the world

exploring the history of ideas and

purposeful, worthwhile, enjoyable

and sports, physical activities,

& Sports has the potential of

Liberal Arts educates the students

community, open to explore new

methodologies across the

and enriching learning

mental growth, health and holistic

developing

for a well-developed program of

ways to improve life, and ready to

humanities and the arts. By

experience. The programs in

development by

the career not only in India

studies, to evaluate ideas and

approach problems with an

developing advanced language

Physical Education and Sports

being active learners of

but also in abroad with career

values from a humanistic and a

intercultural perspective. The

skills, outstanding expertise and

have been designed to focus on

fitness concepts and by

options such as Sports

theoretical cum critical

Faculty of Liberal Arts is a home to

proficiency in intercultural

expertise in games,

developing good social skills, and

Coach, Fitness Expert, Sports

perspective. Along with the in-

the new inter-departmental

communication, FLA nurtures

sports, physical activities,

maintaining a positive

Nutrition Expert, Sports

depth study of the culture and

program of BA English Honours

“globally competent” individuals

mental growth, health and overall

self-concept. The Faculty is

Scientist and Sport Engineers

literature of other lands and times,

spicing up with a sheer mix of

who can play active roles in

personality development of the

committed to train students

language studies are integrated

English Language & Literature.

international organizations,

with the various fields of

cross-cultural communication

multinational enterprises, and

linguistics. Thus, understanding

and more authentic relationships

other globally active

language in all its forms, styles,

among people. The curriculum

organizations.

Link: http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/faculty-of-language/
Link: http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/faculty-of-physical-education
PROGRAMS

MA - English
Bachelor of Arts (Hons. English)
Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

DURATION

2 Years
3 Years

ELIGIBILITY
Graduation any stream
10+2 any stream

PROGRAMS

DURATION

Bachelor in Physical Education and Sports
#Universityofaspiringminds

3 Years

ELIGIBILITY
10+2 any stream
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Getting to

GNA University
Selection of the candidate shall

the Application Form will be

subject to fulﬁlment of eligibility

considered for all procedures

criteria. Candidates are required

related to the admission. Any

to ﬁll the prescribed application

discrepancy found during the

form and submit the same at the

original document veriﬁcation

Admission Cell. Admission Cell will

will result in the cancellation of

verify the eligibility and forward

the admission.

the Registrar’s ofﬁce.
ADMISSION PROCESSNATIONAL STUDENTS
• Fill in the Application Form only if
you satisfy yourself about your
eligibility for admission in the
program.
• If you have appeared in a
qualifying examination and the
result thereof is awaited, you
can apply provisionally to go
through the admission process
subject to fulﬁllment of the
eligibility criteria.
• The Application Form has to be
ﬁlled in your own handwriting in
black/blue ink and undertaking is
to be signed by the applicant
only.

http://www.gnauniversity.edu.in/register-online

• University / Board Marks ﬁlled in

strictly be based on merit basis

the form for further processing to

For Online Registration:

If the candidate is selected he or
she is required to submit the full
Semester Fee along with the
following documents :
• Admission Form
• Four Passport Size Photographs
• Matriculation DMC
• Matriculation Passing Certificate
• 10+2 Mark Sheet
• 10+2 Pass Certificate
• Marksheets of Graduation
(if applicable)

• Degree of Graduation
(if applicable)

• Residence Proof (Voter Card/
Driving Licence etc.)
• Aadhaar Card
• Character Certificate (Original)

• The instructions in the
Application Form are selfexplanatory. Kindly adhere to
them strictly.
• It is mandatory to provide your

• Migration Certificate/Transfer
Certificate (Original)
• Gap Certificate (if applicable)
(Original)

e-mail address (clearly) and
contact number as it will be
used by the Admission Ofﬁce for
any further communication.
Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

• Medical Fitness Certificate
(Original)
• Blood Group report
#Universityofaspiringminds
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Domestic Student

Enrolment
1

OPTING FOR A
PROGRAM

Opting for a program you are eligible
for. While you choose a program,
make sure you are actually
interested in it because you are
going to be placed and working in
the same field.

2

APPLICATION
SUBMISSION

Submit your application form, which
is easily available on the University’s
website, either online or personally at
Campus admission cell.

STUDENT SPEAKS

INTERVIEW

Candidates with realistic chances of
being offered a place will be invited
for an interview. Interview will not only
be conducted to test candidates
ability, but it also serves as an
Orientation session.

4

Enrolment

DECISION

All the admissions will be done on
fulfilling the eligibility and as per the
process mentioned for the particular
program.

We make you

feel at home.

“

“

3

International Student

For me, somebody with
very limited experience
outside their home – it
seemed impossible to
live on my own in another
country. However, GNA
became my second home
and family.
Kezang Sonam Pelbar
Bhutan

• Foreign students / Foreign
University Degree holders should

for change in the particulars

attach photocopies of

ﬁlled in the Application Form by

academic transcripts and AIU

you will be entertained under

Equivalence Certiﬁcate.

any circumstance.

University / Board / Marks ﬁlled in

• Student need to submit Medical

the “Application Form” will be

Test Report within a week from

considered for all procedures

the date of admission from a

related to the admission. Any

Registered Medical Practitioner

discrepancy found during the

or a Medical Practitioner

original document veriﬁcation

nominated by the University.

will result in cancellation of the

• All Foreign / NRI students will be

desired admission.
• Admission will be conﬁrmed if

required to register themselves
with the concerned District

student is issued Student visa

Foreigners Registration Ofﬁcer /

endorsed to GNA University for

Foreigners Regional Registration

joining full time program. No

Ofﬁcer, within 14 days of their

other endorsement will be

ﬁrst arrival in India.

accepted. The visa should be

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

• It may be noted that no request

• The student should pass

valid for the prescribed duration

secondary level English

of the program.

language examination.

#Universityofaspiringminds
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PROCEDURE FOR APPLYING AND

Provisional Offer of Admission will

SEEKING EQUIVALENCE

CONNECTED

be given to the shortlisted

CERTIFICATE

Through collaborative

applicants subject to

• In case university of qualifying

partnerships, we share resources

gives you
high level of

conﬁrmation based on the

examination is not in the list of AIU

and knowledge with academic

following:

which do not require equivalent

communities throughout the

• Scanned copy of all pages of

certiﬁcate then admission

world. This means that you will be

application form of Foreign / NRI

part of a truly cosmopolitan

• Scanned photograph

students must have an

student community, broadening

STUDENT

• Copy of transcripts of qualifying

Equivalence Certiﬁcate from the

your experience and outlook.

GNA

INTERNATIONAL
SATISFACTION

passport.

examination
• If you have appeared in a
qualifying examination and the

Association of Indian Universities
(AIU), www.aiuweb.org.

Our ‘Go Global’ initiative helps you

• The students are advised to send

to get the most out of your time at

result thereof is awaited, you

the following documents to the

the University – so that you can

can apply provisionally to go

Association of Indian Universities

leave as an internationally

through the admission process.

for obtaining Equivalence

enriched global graduate, ready

If you do not qualify the eligibility

Certiﬁcate.

to travel and explore the world or

condition, then your provisional
admission will be cancelled.
• Submission of Medical Test

• Degree/Certiﬁcate together with
Transcript duly authenticated
by the Indian Embassy in the

date of admission from a

country or its concerned Foreign

Registered Medical Practitioner

Mission in India.

nominated by the University.
• Adequate Medical Insurance
Cover

• Accreditation status of the
University/Institute which the
student has last attended.
• Copies of the academic
certiﬁcates from Higher

The following documents are

Secondary onwards (where

required at the time of the

necessary).

registration with the Foreigners

International

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

• The Service Charge for issue of

Regional Registration Ofﬁcer:

Equivalence Certiﬁcate as

• Photocopy of Passport and visa

applicable is payable through

• Four Photographs

Demand Draft in favour of

• Details of Residence in India

“Association of Indian

• HIV / AIDS test report from one of

Universities, New Delhi”.

the WHO recognized institutions

• The onus of Certiﬁcation for

• Provisional Admission Letter from

Equivalence from AIU is lies at

GNA University in support of your

the end of the candidate and

student visa

application will be considered
only after the Equivalence

UNIVERSITY OF
LA VERNE

FORT HAYS
STATE UNIVERSITY

WICHITA
STATE UNIVERSITY

embrace an international career.

the year-wise Academic

Report within a week from the

or a Medical Practitioner

Immersion

WE ARE INTERNATIONALLY

OFFER OF ADMISSION

Certiﬁcate is submitted

#Universityofaspiringminds

FIND OUT MORE

International Student Office (ISO)

provides support to international

students, both in India and globally,

to help you through the application
process, on your arrival at the

University and throughout your stay
here. We can offer support for all

your queries, including advice on
financial support and

accommodation. ISO also orient
and educate you with Do’s and
Don’ts during your stay at the
University.

For any queries, student can

contact office of International

Students

Dr. Sameer Varma
Assistant Dean, International
Students Office

e.mail:sameer.varma@gnauniver
sity.edu.in

contact : +91-991-5604-444
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ALL PROGRAMS AND FEE ACADEMIC SESSION (2021-22)

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

#Universityofaspiringminds
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TUITION FEE AFTER SCHOLARSHIP
SCHOLARSHIPS

CRITERIA

100 % of tuition fee

60 % of tuition fee

83700

50400

35% of tuition fee

25 % of tuition fee

Marks above 98 %

> 90% to 98%

> 81% to 90%

> 72% to 81%

63% to 72%

JEE (Main) marks more than 200

JEE (Main) marks from 171 to 200

JEE (Main) marks from 151 to 170

JEE (Main) marks from 126 to 150

JEE (Main) marks from 100 to 125

CAT/ XAT percentile more than 98 CAT/ XAT percentile more than 96 to 97

CAT/ XAT percentile from 95 to 96

CAT/ XAT percentile from 90 to 94.99

CAT/ XAT percentile from 85 to 89.99

MAT/ CMAT percentile more than
99.99

MAT/ CMAT percentile from 96 to
96.99

MAT/ CMAT percentile from 95 to
95.99

MAT/ CMAT percentile from 90 to
94.99

MAT / CMAT percentile from 97 to
99.99

Programme
Having Fee (Rs.)

85500
76500

50% of tuition fee

0

0
0

0

33480

34200
30600
20160

41850

42750
38250
25200

54405
55575
49725

32760

64125
57375
37800

26640

34632

39960

0

23400

29250

38025

43875

40500

0

16200

20250

26325

30375

41850

0

16740

20925

27202

11880

14850

49500

0

31500

0

37800
29700

27000

0

0

0

19800
12600
15120

10800

24750
15750

32175

37125

20475

23625

18900

24570

28350

13500

17550

20250

19305

Must Watch University
of the year 2020
by 'Higher Education Digest'.

62775

21312

58500

Recognition

Fee Amount (Rs.)

0

53280

Awards and

University of the Year-2020
for Enhancing Employability
Award by 'The Academic Insights'.
BEST EMERGING UNIVERSITY
WITH EXCELLENT CAMPUS
award by 'Worldwide Achievers
Private Limited'.

31387

22275

“Top Private Universities”
of India by 'digital LEARNING'.

Best ATC North
by 'PTC University USA'.

Best Emerging University in India
by 'Globe Premium Awards'

The Times Edupreneurs for
Excellence in educational sphere
by 'The Times of India'.

Best ATC- North Award by
' PTC University USA' .

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in
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Clubs &

Society

Clubs and societies are run by students for
students with the support of the GNA
University, there's bound to be one
(or many) of our clubs that interests you.
And if there isn’t, start your own!

Campus

Life

A vast range of cultural,
educational, athletic and social
activities are available to GNA
university students, faculty and
staff. Getting involved in campus
life is the quickest way to

• Cultural Club

become a part of the University
community, and to create one’s

• Brainiacs

own GNA experience. Campus

• SAEINDIA - GNA University

concepts of encouraging each

• Builder Scoop Club
• Robotics Society
• Automotive Society
• Navik Aerospace Club
• Environmental Society

life activities are built around the
community member to express
his or her talents and to respect
all members of our pluralistic
community. Living and learning
are intimately intertwined at our
University campus. Extracurricular programs,
organizations, performances,
forums and athletics beckon

• Physics Society

students, faculty and staff, as

• Scitricks Society

communities around us.

• Digital Explores Club
• Mathematics Club

well as neighbors from the
Our University campus boasts of
a world-class infrastructure
comprising unsurpassed
facilities to ensure contented

• Culinary Arts Club

environment to our students for

• Photography Club

utmost from what we have to

• Fine Arts Club
• The Literari Society

enabling them to derive the
offer. What makes a GUite
different is the vibrant campus
life of GNA University.

• PRERNA
• The Drama Club
• GNA Book Lovers
Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

#Universityofaspiringminds
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National

Cadet Corps
Motto: Unity and discipline

National

Service Scheme
Motto: Not me but you

Website: https://nss.gov.in

Website: http://nccindia.nic.in/en

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

NCC aims at developing

NCC Wing at GNA University

With the goal to work for the

villages in an integrated manner

character, comradeship,

NCC is one of the biggest youth

betterment of society and instil

and to create awareness in the

discipline, a secular outlook, the

forums which brings the vibrant

the spirit of social service among

village and play effective

spirit of adventure and ideals of

students together and guide

the young students, the University

leadership role in various

selfless service amongst young

them in a proper direction so that

has established NSS at institute

developmental activities. This

citizens. Further, it aims at

they can play a constructive role

level, headed by Dean of Students

would include socio-economic

creating a pool of organized,

in the development of the

Welfare. GNA has one unit of NSS

development of the selected

trained and motivated youth with

country. These students have

which undertakes comprehensive

villages along with other aspects

leadership qualities in all the

enormous opportunities to show

projects in close collaboration

of human development i.e., Health,

walks of life, who will serve the

their talent and skill. Besides

with the community. Student

education, water supply,

Nation regardless of whatever

Military Training, they have an

volunteers actively carry out

sanitation, skill development and

career they choose. Needless to

opportunity for adventurous

programmes like emergency

employment ,sports and women

say, the NCC also provides an

activities which give them wide

relief, campus projects, blood

and child development issues etc.

environment conducive to

horizon and keep them morally

donation camps, eye camps,

The aim of adoption of village is to

motivate young Indians to join the

and mentally ﬁt so that they

informative lectures on human

give ideas of development to the

armed forces. The NCC is not a

become a well-disciplined citizen

values, surveys and other such

villagers which would improve

para-military organisation. It is a

of the society. The students

events are organized regularly.

their living conditions. We will

youth movement. It has

pursue adventure activities like

PRERNA- GNAs Social Service Club

educate villagers about the latest

enormous potential for nation

para sailing, gliding, para

is there with a vision to help and

developments in agriculture,

building and has developed into a

dropping, training camp, national

serve the people with less

wastelands development,

valuable auxiliary to the

integration camps, rock climbing

resources and deserving sections

sanitation, nutrition and personal

education system. Nearly 12,000

and mountaineering activities

of the society.

hygiene, schemes for skill

teachers/professors from the

boat pulling/sailing and ship

educational institutions all over

modelling.

PRERNA provides significant care

government schemes, legal aid

the country , referred to as

Few of the GNA NCC Activities

and relief for the people who are

etc.

Associate NCC Officers, constitute

during academic year 2019-2020

oppressed, and belong to the

development, income generation,

the back bone of NCC training

downtrodden and marginalised

Five villages are adopted by GNA

staff. The NCC provides exposure

society, and totally

University under the IVDP program

to the cadets in a wide range of

disadvantaged. PRERNA is also

:

activities, with a direct emphasis

dedicated to address the issues

on social service, discipline and

involving environmental and

- Ranipur

adventure training. With the

social concerns.

- Lakhpur

motto "Unity and Discipline", NCC

Amrinder Singh

continues to inspire generations

- Proud GUite participated in

At GU, village adoption program is

- Dhaddey

of students all over the country.

republic day ceremony

initiated to develop the selected

- Khatti

- Rawalpindi

#Universityofaspiringminds
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RAGGING
FREE CAMPUS

Ragging Cell

“RAGGING IS A REPRIHENSIBLE ACT”

• Debarring from appearing in any

Redressal Cell
As per the regulations on Grievance

...No act of Ragging would be

test/examination or other

Redressal 2012, issued vide the

tolerated...

evaluation process.

Gazette of India on 23 March 2013,

...Any act of Ragging would not go

• Withholding Results

GNA University has set up a

unnoticed and unpunished...

• Debarring from representing the

Grievance Redressal Mechanism to

The Apex Court has defined

institution in any national or

address the complaints /

‘ragging’ as any disorderly conduct

international meet, tournament,

grievances of students and staff in

whether by words spoken or written

youth festival, etc.

judicious manner. All the complaints

or by an act having an effect of
teasing, treating or handling with
rudeness any other student,

• Suspension/expulsion from the
hostel
• Rustication from the institution for

which may affect the performance
and general development of a
student are admitted for redressal.

including in rowdy or indisciplined

periods varying from 1 to 4

Grievance Redressal Mechanism

activities which cause or is likely to

semesters or equivalent period.

For Students

cause annoyance, hardship or

• Expulsion from the institution and

1. The first instance the grievance of

psychological harm or to raise fear

consequent debarring from

students will be settled at the

or apprehension thereof, in a

admission to any other institution.

Departmental level by the Head of

fresher or junior student; or asking

• Fine up to Rs. 25,000/-

the student to do any act or

the Department or Dean of the
Faculty. An aggrieved student

perform something which such

In emergency, the following may be

would be required to submit

student will not do in the ordinary

contacted :

his/her complaint in writing.

course; or which has the effect of

2. Any grievance related to Hostels

causing or generating a sense of

Mr. Kunal Bains, Deputy Registrar

shall be first considered by the

shame or embarrassment so as to

(Admin) – 08558894203

Chief Warden/ Dean and the

adversely affect the physique or

Mr. Sameer Varma , Assistant Dean

Students Welfare.

psyche of a fresher or a junior

(Student Welfare Department) –

student.”

9915604444

or the grievance remain

National Anti Ragging Help Line No. :

represent his/ her case to the

Participation in/or Abetment of
Ragging at GU may lead to:
• Cancellation of Admission
• Suspension from Attending
Classes.

• Withholding/withdrawing
scholarship/fellowship and other
benefits.

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

Grievance

Toll Free Number* 1800-180-5522 or
email at helpline@antiragging.in

WE CARE FOR
OUR STUDENTS

Anti

3. In case a student is not satisfied,
unattended, he/ she may
Registrar (through the Head/
Dean of the Faculty), or through
Dean Student Welfare. In case of a
grievance regarding Hostel
student can submit his grievance
in writing to the warden in writing
who will forward the same to the
Grievance Redressal Committee

for necessary action.

Procedure for submission of

complaints, if the complainant is
not satisfied at the Dean/Head
level:

1. Any aggrieved student may

submit an application by giving
details along with supporting

documents of the complainant

addressed to the Chairman of the
Grievance Redressal Committee.
The application may be handed

over to the Registrar. The registrar
office would be responsible for

forwarding the application to the
Chairman.
Procedure to be adopted by

Grievance Redressal Committee :
1.The Grievance Redressal

committee shall fix a date of
hearing the complaint.

2.The date of hearing shall be

communicated to Registrar and
the aggrieved person either in
writing or electronically.

3.An aggrieved student may appear
in person

4.Grievance Redressal Committee
shall ensure speedy disposal of

every application within a months
time.

5. In the conclusion of proceedings,
the Grievance Redressal

committee shall pass such order
as it may deem fit to redress the
complaint.

#Universityofaspiringminds
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Caste Based

DISCRIMINATION

As per the directions of UGC,
internal committee has been
constituted and to ensure that

refram from any act of

community or category of students
. Sensitizing officials/faculty

discrimination against SC/ST

members of the campus while

origin. They would need to

discrimination would also be the

from UGC in word and spirit and

Time bound and required actions

students on grounds of their social dealing with cases of caste based
understand the terms of the letter responsibility of the committee.
initiate continuous actions to
ensure that no officials or faculty

would need to be initiated
whenever necessary.

members should indulge in any

Animation and Multimedia

kind of discrimination against any

M.Sc. Animation and Multimedia
B.Sc. Animation & Multimedia

Refund

Policy

Admission Withdrawal & Refund

BA (Journalism and Mass Communication)
Certiﬁcate Program in Animation and
Multimedia

Applied Health Sciences
B. Sc. Medical Lab Technology

• Such applications shall be

• Duly filled form along with

Policy

accepted only on the

original copy of the receipt of the

• All applications for

prescribed format and duly

fee deposited shall be deposited

acknowledged by the Accounts

to the Office of the Registrar.

withdrawal/refund shall be
submitted to the Office of
Registrar Only.

• Manager mentioning the date of
receipt of application.

Refund Rule for Course Fee
S. No.

EXPLORE
OUR
COURSES

Percentage of
Point of time when
Refund of
notice of withdrawal of
Aggregate fees* admission is served to University

1.

100%

15 days before the formally-notified last date of admission

2.

80%

Not more than 15 days after the formally-notified last date of admission

3.

50%

More than 15 days but less than 30 days after formally-notified last date of admission

4.

0%

More than 30 days after formally notified last date of admission

*(Inclusive of course fees and non-tuition fees but exclusive of caution money and security deposit)

GNA University shall deduct 10% of the aggregate fees as processing charges in case of serial number 1
mentioned in Table above from the refundable amount.
In such cases, the refund of fee shall be made, through cheque / NEFT in favour of the Candidate only .

Bachelor of Physiotherapy
Diploma in Medical Lab
Technology

Business and Management
MBA Finance, Marketing, HRM,
Hospitality, International Business
MBA Fin Tech with BSE
M. Com.
BBA with CIMA
BBA with NCFM
BBA
B. Com. (Hons.) With CIMA
B. Com. (Hons.)
Diploma in Business HEPP

Computers and IT
MCA
M. Sc. IT
BCA
B. Sc. IT
Diploma in Digital Marketing and Social
Networks

Engineering
M. Tech. CAD/CAM
M. Tech. Civil Engineering (Geo Technical
/ Structures)
M. Tech. CSE (Data Science/ Information
Security/Advance Computing/IOT)
M. Tech. ECE (Digital Signal Processing/
Wireless Communication)

B. Tech. CSE with Data Analytics

B. Sc. Chemistry (Hons.)

B. Tech. Electronics and
Communication Engineering

B. Sc. Mathematics (Hons.)

B. Tech. Electronics and Computer
Engineering

B. Tech. Robotics and Automation
Engineering
Bachelor of Design (Automotive
and Product)
Post Diploma in CAD/CAM
Diploma in Mechanical CAD/CAM
Diploma in Cyber Security
Diploma in Mechanical CAD/CAM
Advance Certiﬁcate Program in
Civil CAD
Certiﬁcate Program in Civil CAD
Certiﬁcate Program in Integrated
CAD/CAM
Certiﬁcate Program in CAD/CAM

Hospitality
M. Sc. Hotel Management
B. Sc. Airlines Tourism and
Hospitality
B. Sc. Hotel Management
Bachelors in Hotel Management
and Catering Technology
B. Sc. Culinary Arts
Diploma in Food Production
Diploma in Hotel Management
Certiﬁcate in Baking and Cooking

Liberal Arts
MA - English
Bachelor of Arts (Hons. English)

Natural Sciences

B. Tech. Aerospace Engineering
B. Tech. Civil Engineering

M. Sc. Chemistry

B. Tech. CSE

M. Sc. Mathematics

M. Sc. Physics

B. Tech. CSE with IOT

reference and request for any type of refund, for whatsoever reason, will be at the sole discretion of the

B. Tech. CSE with Cloud Computing

B. Sc. Medical

B. Tech. CSE with Cyber Security

B. Sc. Physics (Hons.)

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

Bachelor in Physical Education and Sports

B. Tech. Mechanical and Automation
Engineering

Note : For online payments, it is important for candidates to note the transaction number for future
University.

Physical Education

B. Sc. Physical Science

#Universityofaspiringminds
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INFORMATION BROCHURE 2021/22

Stay in

Punjab
THE

GL BAL

UNIVERSITY
with innovative curriculum in

lush green

environment.

Punjab is a state in northwest

goods tractors, auto components,

region of India and is one of the

sports goods, hand tools,

most prosperous states. The

machine tools, textiles, sewing

name Punjab is made of two

machines etc.

words Punj (Five) + Aab (Water) i.e.
land of five rivers. The Punjab

The state has a balanced

The biggest project of its

Devi Talab Temple is

kind in Northern India, the

situated in the Jalandhar

Pushpa Gujral Science City

city. It is believed to be

has been set up in 72 acres

more than 200 years old

of land in the of heart of

Temple having a shakti pith

Punjab, on Jalandhar-

which is one of the 51

Kapurthala Road.

shaktipithas.

State is divided into three regions: amalgamation of heat in
Majha, Doaba and Malwa.

summer, rain in monsoon and

Agriculture is the mainstay of

cold in winter. The three seasons

Punjab's economy. Other major

are so distinctly distributed that

industries include manufacturing

you can enjoy each of them

29.3 km From GU

34.2 km From GU

of scientific instruments, electrical individually.
GNA University,
Phagwara, Punjab, India

Phagwara is a city in Kapurthala
district in the central part of Punjab located in the Doaba region of the
Indian state of Punjab.

Places to
Visit Near

GNA University

FIND OUT MORE

Scan here to
find our
location on
Google map.

Tiger Safari is a major
Bus Station

Bus Station Phagwara (10.3km)

The Golden Temple

picnic spot near to

Amritsar is not only a

Ludhiana spread across 25

central religious place of

acres of land. This wellFor any Transport related queries,
student can contact
Mr. Naginder Singh
Transport Incharge
Mobile: +91-8264000821

Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

Train Station

Phagwara Railway Station, Satnam pura, Phagwara (9km)
Airport
Adampur Civil Airport , Jalandhar, Adampur (20.2km)
Jalandhar Cantt Military Airport, Jalandhar (24.2km)
Sri Guru Ram Dass Jee International Airport, Amritsar (122km)
Chandigarh International Airport, Punjab (136km)

the Sikhs, but also a symbol

protected natural habitat

of human brotherhood and

of tigers and other animals

equality.

will be a thrilling experience
for everyone.

40.8 km From GU

106 km From GU
#Universityofaspiringminds
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DISCLAIMER
1. All the programs mentioned in the
prospectus are being offered for the
Session 2020. Every effort has been made
to ensure that all the information
contained in the Prospectus is correct but
there is also the possibility that few
changes may occur between the date of
printing and the start of the academic
session for which this prospectus is
prepared. Please note that the most
updated source of information is the
University website. Before taking any of
the decisions regarding your choice of
programs or any other thing, we strongly
recommend the reference to the
University website.
2. Though all the effort has been made to
provide all the programs, facilities and
services described in the prospectus,
but the University cannot guarantee the
strict observance of the same. The
University may make any of the
variations in the contents or mode of
delivery. The University may merge,
discontinue or introduce new courses.

Important

Contacts

3. If the University discontinues any
course, the best suitable option will be
provided to the prospective students.
No students will be unreasonably
prejudiced as a result of this change.
4. The University cannot accept any
liability for disruption to its provision of
educational or other services caused by
circumstances beyond its control, but
the University will take all reasonable
steps to minimize the resultant
disruption to such services.

We are here to help and welcome enquiries from students interested in applying to GNA University.

Contact the Team at GNA University:
+91-9876200089
info@gnauniversity.edu.in
admissions@gnauniversity.edu.in

Speciﬁc enquiries:

Student Support Services: +91-9915604444
Hostel Services: +91-8558894203

Transport: +91-8264000825
Academics: dean.academics@gnauniversity.edu.in
Find out more at www.gnauniversity.edu.in

Connect with us:
gnauniversityphagwara
gnauniversity
gnauniversity
gnauniversityphagwara
These services will facilitate you to have the
latest news and tweets from students and
teachers about the life on campus along
with the academic activities as well as
student's opinion towards the same.
#Universityofaspiringminds
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Phagwara-Hoshiarpur Road, Phagwara,
Punjab 144401 (INDIA)
01824-504999 | 09876200089 | 08288050007
www.gnauniversity.edu.in
admissions@gnauniversity.edu.in

/gnauniversityphagwara
/gnauniversity
/gnauniversityphagwara
/gnauniversity
The informa on contained in this Informa on Brochure is subject to change.
Check the website for the most up-to-date informa on. Publica on date: March 2021

